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External Touch Display
for three seconds.
To unlock the display, touch and hold
The display will lock automatically after 30 seconds of
inactivity.
To adjust the temperature, touch the temperature displayed
next to the corresponding zone icon.
To turn the ice maker on or off or to active max ice, touch the
ice cube(s) icon.
To access the settings menu, touch
touch display.

on either external

Settings
Activate or deactivate power to the unit
Enable or disable automatic display lock
Activate, deactivate, or refresh purifier life reminder
Enable or disable door/drawer alarm and duration
Enable or disable connect
Enable, disable reminder, or refresh filter life reminder
Enable or disable Sabbath mode
Adjust soft on lighting and accent lighting (if applicable)
Adjust temperature units
Adjust alarm volume and tone
Select language
View troubleshooting and service information

USE AND CARE
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Condenser
The condenser is located behind the grille. To access,
pull out on the bottom edge of the grille and rotate
upward. Use a soft bristle brush and vacuum to
remove dust and lint from the condenser. Clean the
condenser every three to six months.
Water Filtration System
‘Change Water Filter’ will appear on the control
panel when the cartridge needs to be replaced.
Touch ‘Snooze’ to delay reminder for 24 hours or until
filter can be replaced. To order new cartridges visit
subzerowolfstore.com. Once the cartridge has been
replaced, follow instructions on the control panel.

CONDENSER

WATER FILTER

3 Air Purification System
‘Change Air Filter’ will appear on the control panel
when the cartridge needs to be replaced. Touch
‘Snooze’ to delay reminder for 24 hours or until filter
can be replaced. To order new cartridges visit
subzerowolfstore.com. Once the cartridge has been
replaced, follow instructions on the control panel.
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Crisper Lid
To remove, pull the refrigerator drawer all the way out,
raise the front edge of the crisper lid up and pull out
from the back.
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Removable Dividers
Long dividers run the full depth of the drawer, with
shorter dividers that connect to the long dividers. To
remove the short dividers, lift up and out. The long
dividers cannot be removed.
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Storage Drawers
Refrigerator and freezer storage drawers are
removable. An automatic stop is built in to prevent
drawers from coming all the way out unintentionally.
To remove, pull the drawer all the way out, lift up
evenly on both sides of the drawer front and pull out.
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Adjustable Shelves
Glass shelves in the refrigerator are adjustable. To
remove or adjust a glass shelf, tilt up, then lift up and
out. To reposition, insert shelf in the tracks along the
back wall, then lower the front until it locks into
position.

8 Refrigerator Slide-Out Bin
Integrated rails mounted below the glass shelves
allow slide-out bins to be positioned in a variety of
locations. To remove or adjust a slide-out bin, pull the
handle of the bin forward until it stops, lift up and out
of the rails.
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Refrigerator Pull-Out Shelf
The bottom shelf pulls out for easy access to
condiments and other items commonly stored on
door shelves. Adjustable rails keep items snugly in
place. To adjust, pull the rail up and rotate.

10 Ice Container
The automatic ice maker and ice container are
located in the freezer drawer. To remove the ice
container, pull the drawer out to full-extension, then
lift the container up and out.

11 External Touch Display
Indicates temperature of refrigerator and freezer
sections, ice maker status, air purification filter
replacement notice and service alerts without
opening the door.

For service and support, call 800-222-7820, or visit subzero.com.

